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Questions JOR – Paper presented by T. Narita 
 
Ralph Colby:  
 
You add salt to maintain constant swelling. Does it affect the lifetime of the stickers and the 
measured relaxation times?  Can you plot these times as a function of salt concentration?  Thee 
is likely an effect since one state of your association equilibrium involves the borate anion,   
 
Answer: This is possible, indeed. The measured relaxation time corresponds to the breaking 
time of the bond (when the chain relaxation is faster than the bond reassociation time). We do 
not expect that the bond breaking time depends on the sticker (borate ion) concentration, while 
the strength of the interaction can be dependent on the ionic strength. We are not able to 
perform the experiments with the dual crosslink gels at a constant polymer concentration. Some 
tests with physical gels are under progress.   
 
James Wilson:  
 
Have you measured pH before and after adding Borate? Variations around 8 could be important 
and affect the lifetime of the reversible bonds. 
 
Answer: No, we didn’t measure it. But Borax (Na2B4O7) is a buffer so we expect pH to adjust 
automatically if acid has been removed. We do not expect change in lifetime, but the amount 
of the crosslinking borate ion which is at equilibrium with non-crosslinking boric acid. But we 
didn’t perform a systematical check. 
 
Ole Hassager:  
 
In the factoring into strain and time dependence, do you use engineering or true stress? 
 
Answer: Engineering stress. 
 
Laurence Ramos:  
 
How do you prove the additivity of the stress or modulus? Does it also hold for the loss 
modulus? Are the two networks independent, or is there a coupling between viscoelasticity of 
the physical and chemical gel contributions? 
 
Answer: Our definition is the following: one can add the contribution of the chemical crosslinks 
and that of the physical crosslinks, since we additivity incorporate physical crosslinks to the 
chemically crosslinked network. The chemical and physical crosslinks contribute to the moduli 
of the dual crosslink gels additively and independently. We first showed this additivity in 2013 
(Narita et al. Macromolecules 2013, 46, 4174 – 4183) by demonstrating that the plateau 
modulus of the dual crosslink gel scales as a function of the (chemical or physical) crosslinking 
ratio in the same manner as the corresponding chemical gel and physical gel. It holds for the 
loss modulus: the sticky Rouse mode showing G’ = G’’ ~ omega^0.5 was observed for the dual 
crosslink gels when GD – DC are plotted. The two types of crosslinks coexist on the same 
network of PVA chains, there is no coupling. 
 
(Comment to remove: If I have well understood, you can add the contribution of the two 
networks, such as GD = GC + Gp, but still one will affect the other one. Is this correct? In all 
cases, it seems good to mention accurately how you define this additivity. Evelyne)    
 
Christian Ligoure:  
 
For a fixed chemical gel, if you vary the number of physical crosslinks, is the stress variation 
linear in the number of physical X-links? Do you have a direct measurement of these physical 
crosslinks? 
 
Answer: We think that the answer is yes, though this is difficult to confirm: the number of 
physical links is probably not linear in Borax concentration especially at high concentrations. 
The elastic modulus at high frequency corresponds to the closed physical crosslinks, thus it is 
a direct measurement of the physical crosslinks. 
 
Peter Olmsted:  
 
Could you do three different experiments in order to check the idea of additivity? That is, 
measure the physical gel only, the chemical gel only, and a physical + chemical gel. 
 
Answer: This comparison has been done by microrheology (Narita et al. Macromolecules 2013, 
46, 4174 – 4183), and the moduli of the dual crosslink gels do not correspond to the sum of 
those of the chemical gel and physical gel. We do not mean that the additivity of the 
corresponding chemical gel and physical gel. The dual crosslink gel is not an interpenetrating 
network of the chemical gel and physical gel, the two types of the crosslinks coexist on the 
same PVA chains. The physical gel flows but the dual crosslink gel does not, thus the dynamics 
of the physical crosslink can be different.  
 
Constantino Creton pointed out that the chemical gel contribution is mostly low frequency, but 
the physical is mostly high frequency. 
 
Quan Chen:  
 
Why does G’ saturate at high Borax concentration? 
 
Answer: all the –OH groups on the polymer are used up. 
 
Christian Ligoure:  
 
How can you monitor the bond breaking time? And can you play with this value and change 
it? 
 
Answer: One can macroscopically measure the bond breaking time as a peak of loss modulus 
if the chain relaxation is fast enough compared to the healing time. For PVA/Borax it seems 
fixed, you would need to play with a different molecule.    
 
